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Introduction 

  For almost two centuries now, English has been playing an important role in our 

educational system as well as in our national life. Though it is generally held that the Brtish 

introduced English in our educational system in order to produce cheap clerks for their colonial 

administration, the learning of English proved beneficial in many ways. In the first place, it 

helped the growth of nationalism which ultimately freed the country from the British yoke. Our 

national leaders drew their inspiration from the writings of great thinkers like Ruskin, Carlyle, 

and Abraham Lincoln. It is interesting to note that the founder of the Indian National Congress 

Allan Octavian Hume, was an Englishman. English also served as a great unifying force in our 

struggle for independence. It is through this language that leaders from the four corners of our 

vast country could communicate and chalk out their common plans of action. Study of English 

has enriched the Indian language and literature. All the Indian languages have freely borrowed 

words from English and have coined words and phrases on the English model to enrich their 

vocabulary. The influence of world literature on the vernacular literature of India is also 

directly attributable to the popularity of English literature in India. Almost all the eminent 

writers of India were proficient in English. English has also greatly contributed to the growth 

of knowledge in India, particularly in the field of science and technology. It has brought home 

to us the different developments in the international scene and helped us in properly 

understanding the world situations.  

           This paper gives a detailed account of the experiment that was undertaken to test the 

following hypotheses: (1) Engaging learners regularly in communicative tasks will greatly 

enhance their oral competence (2) Creating awareness among learners about the features of 

natural speech will contribute towards the development of their fluency. (3) Awareness of 

conversational strategies and language functions will greatly improve the learners’ negotiation 

skills. The details of the communicative tasks given to the students and the awareness raising 

programme about communication strategies and language functions are also given. In the 

beginning, the students were given some communicative tasks. The conversations of a few 

groups of students were recorded.  The experimental group was exposed to communication 

strategies and was made to engage in communicative tasks regularly for twenty sessions.  The 

students in the experimental group were not given any kind of information that they were part 
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of an experiment. The control group was not offered the same training. The conventional 

method was adopted for them. After the training period the groups were given the same 

communicative tasks to see whether there was any improvement in the performance of the 

experimental group. The difference in their speaking skill would prove the efficacy of the 

training programme and validate the hypothesis formulated.      

The sample  

The experiment involved the selection of suitable students whose communication Skills 

were to be the subject of analysis. For the experiment 10 groups of four to six students in each 

group were chosen from the B.A (Ist year) degree course. The even numbered groups were 

selected to be the control group and the odd numbered groups were selected to be the 

experimental group. 

Sample type 

 Gender     :   all were males 

 Age      : between 17 years and 19 years 

 Class       : Ist year B.A. students. 

             Type of students : They were all students who had finished twelve years of 

schooling in the English medium of instruction. 

Methodology – The experiment 

 Groups of students were made to converse in groups of five to six or in pairs on given 

situations. Their conversations were recorded. The students who formed the experimental 

group were made to engage in communicative tasks regularly and were made aware of 

communication strategies but the control group was given no such training. After the training, 

the experimental group and the control group were asked to converse with each other on given 

topics and their talk was recorded. The analysis of these two performances would throw light 

on how   effective the training was. Most of the students have had no opportunities for 

practicing speaking having been taught through traditional methods which focus on grammar 

and writing skills only.  Hence the researcher chose to use the ‘Task – based approach’. An 

approach that fore-grounds the performance of a task, and which only afterwards focuses 

attention on the linguistic components of the task is known as the task-based approach and it 

contrasts with the PPP (presentation - practice - production) method. This approach is based 

on the belief that language is best learned through using it.     

 “A task – based methodology is based on the belief that out of fluency comes accuracy 

and that learning is prompted and refined by the need to communicate” (Dave Willis.41).  

Students should be encouraged to speak, focusing on meaning, rather than form. Their aim 

should be to acquire fluency. 
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  Here the emphasis is on meaning rather than on form. The traditional and 

communicative methods of instruction are contrasted in the following diagram (Thornbury. 

116).  

            A task is an activity which learners carry out using their available language resources 

and leading to real outcomes. A task is essentially goal oriented. It requires the group or pair 

to achieve an objective that is usually expressed by an observable result such as brief notes, re-

arrangement of jumbled items, a drawing, a spoken summary. The result should be attainable 

only by interaction between participants. In these activities, there is more talk, more even 

participation, more motivation and enjoyment. The activities selected should allow learners to 

try out language that they already understand and have learnt but not yet made part of their 

active vocabulary.  These are activities in which they feel less worried about, less under 

pressure and less nervous about trying things. The subject should be relevant and interesting, 

one which the students already know about, or provided   with information to give substance 

to the topic, one they feel motivated to talk about and feel that they really want to say 

something. 

Lindsay and Knight (2006) recommend the following types of interaction activities as suitable 

for the group: (1) Pair work and group work – The teacher asks questions and nominates 

individual learners to answer. For example, if you are practicing the vocabulary for families, 

you can ask a learner how many brothers or sisters they have. (2) Information gap activities 

– If one learner knows or can see something that the other doesn’t, this gives them a genuine 

reason to speak. Classroom activities that stimulate this type of situation are called information 

gap activities. Here are some examples: (i) Describe and draw – one learner has picture and 

has to describe it to a partner, who draws the picture. (ii) Describe and arrange – learners 

have to arrange objects according to instructions from a partner. (iii) Describe and identify – 

learners have to identify which picture from a series of picture is being described by their 

partner. (iv) Find the differences – in pairs each learner has a similar picture but with some 

differences. They have to describe their pictures to each other in order to find the differences. 

(v) Asking for information – for example, about times of trains, planes, buses. One learner 

has the information: the other needs to go from X to Y and asks their partner for the necessary 

information. (vi) Asking for and giving directions. One learner has certain places marked on 

a map; the other learner has different places marked. (3) Discussion activities: (i) Surveys: 

Learners carry out a survey of their class (or others) on a topic of their choice, for example, 

how many people have pets and what kind they are. Surveys can also ask for opinion rather 

than facts, for example, ‘what do you think about keeping pets?’ Learner can then talk about 

the results of the surveys in class. (ii) Ranking activities: Putting a list of items in order from 

the most important to the least important. For example, what qualities (you can give a list of 

suggestions) are most important in a teacher? What ten items from a list of twenty would you 

take to a desert island? (iii) Planning: for example, learners can be given advertisements with 

information about plays, films, or tourist attractions in a particular place. They can then be 

asked to decide on a programme for a day out. They can be asked to plan other events if they 

are given the appropriate information. For example, they choose a restaurant or a holiday from 

a selection; they can example, they choose a restaurant or a holiday from a selection; they can 
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plan a birthday party or other celebration. (iv) Discussing and solving problems: the 

functional-situational drill for giving advice (‘you should …’) can be made into a more 

interactive activity which practices fluency by giving the learners longer problems to discuss 

and give advice on. For example, you can give learners invented letters from problem pages, 

or get them to talk about particular difficulties they have in learning English. Learners can also 

be given more practical problems to solve, such as preparing for an exam. (v) Debates: 

Learners can be given a (controversial) statement and they have to decide whether they agree 

or disagree and why. This can lead to a relatively unstructured discussion of a subject, either 

with the whole class or in groups. (v)Role plays: These can be like mini-dramas. Each learner 

is given a character and a card with some information on it which can include information 

about their role and the situation. With other learners or in a group they have to act out a 

situation as if they were the people on their card. (vi) Games: Games are often useful to liven 

up a lesson. The teacher chooses something from the classroom, for example, the blackboard, 

and says to the learners, ‘I spy with my little eye something 

Beginning with b’ giving them only the first letter. The learners have to guess what it. Learners 

can also play this game in groups. (vii) Verbal essay: The candidate is asked to speak for three 

minutes on either one or more specified general topics. (viii) Oral presentation: The candidate 

is expected to give a short talk on topic which he has either been asked to prepare beforehand 

or has been informed of shortly before the test. This is different from the ‘Spoken Essay’ 

described above in so far as the candidate is allowed to prepare for the task. (ix) The free 

interview, Controlled interview: In this type of interview the conversation unfolds in an 

unstructured fashion and no set of procedures is laid down in advance. The controlled 

procedure there are normally a set of procedures determined in advance for eliciting 

performance. (x) Information transfer activities: The candidate sees a panel of picture 

depicting a chronologically ordered sequence of events and has to tell the story in the past 

tense. Time is allowed at the beginning for the candidate to study the pictures (xi) Things in 

common: Students sit in pairs preferably choosing as their partner someone they do not know 

very well. They talk to one another in order to find out as many things as they can that they 

have in common. These must be things that can only be discovered through talking and not 

obvious physical characteristics like ‘we are in the same classes or we both have blue eyes’. At 

the end they share their findings with the class. (xii) Simulation: A simulation is slightly 

different from role-play in that the students are not playing roles but being themselves. They 

are confronted by a task to do or a problem to be solved example: The restaurant in your or 

college is losing money and will have to close soon if changes are not made. In your group 

make some suggestions of what could be done to keep it open.(xiii) Jig-saw Activity: The 

teacher prepares four flash cards each an enlarged frame of the following story. The teacher 

tells the class that they are going to witness a minor Traffic Accident. The class is divided into 

four groups and the teacher flashes the picture, in random order, and for a few seconds only 

one per group. The members of each group have to then agree, among themselves, what it is 

they have just seen. Then the members of each group are redistributed, so that new groups are 

formed that comprise someone from each of the original four groups. The task of each group 

is (a) to take it in turns to describes what they each saw. (b) To decide, jointly, the sequence of 

the accident (c) to decide, as a group, who was to blame (66).  
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The following steps are followed in information gap tasks: (1) Introducing the problem, (2) 

Explaining difficult vocabulary and idiom, (3) Small group listening and discussion, note – 

taking etc. (4)Small group problem solving, (5) Feedback. 

 

The stages followed are described in detail. 

Pre-task  

In the pre-task phase, the teacher will present what will be expected of the students in 

the task phase. Additionally, the teacher may prime the students with key vocabulary or 

grammatical constructions, although in pure task-based learning lessons, they will be presented 

as suggestions and the student would be encouraged to use what they are comfortable with in 

order to complete the task. The instructor may also present a model of the task either doing it 

themselves or by presenting picture, audio or video. 

During the task phase, students perform the task, typically in small groups, although this is 

dependent upon the activity.  Unless the teacher plays a particular role, then the teacher’s role 

is limited to one of an observer or counselor. This is the reason for it being a most student – 

centered methodology. 

Planning 

Having completed the task, the students prepare either a written or oral report to present 

to the class. The instructor takes questions or simply monitors the students.  

Report  

 The students present the information to the rest of the class. Here the teacher may 

provide written or oral feedback and the students may do the same. 

Analysis   

 Here the focus returns to the teacher who reviews what happened in the task in regard 

to language. It may include language forms that the students were doing, problems that students 

had and perhaps forms that needed to be covered more  

Practice  

 The practice stage was used to cover material mentioned by the teacher in the analysis 

stage. It is an opportunity for the teacher to emphasize key language.  

Nunan (2004) explains some of the main features of Task-based language teaching as follows: 

Active learning: learners acquire the language by using it, Meaning is primary :The student’s 

attention is focused on meaning rather than form, There’s some communication problem to 

solve, There’s some sort of relationship to comparable real – world activities, Task completion 

has some priority, The assessment is done in terms of outcomes, The language activities are 

selected according to how well they engage the learners in meaningful and authentic language 

use (rather than merely mechanical practice of language patterns), Since the primary aim of the 

approach is to prepare learners for meaningful communication errors are tolerated, Learners 

focus on learning process as well as language content, Learners are given opportunities to 

reflect on what they have learned and how well they are doing, Learners are expected to take 

on a greater degree of responsibility for their own learning, Classroom activities are based on 

a co-operative rather than individualistic approach to learning, The teacher acts as an active 

facilitator of student’s learning,  Focusing greater attention on diversity among learners, 

Integration of form and function: the relationship between grammatical form, 

communicative functions and semantic meaning are made clear (41). 
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Assessing speaking  

The characteristics of a successful speaking activity have been identified as follows: (i) 

learners talk a lot, (ii) even participation by all, (iii) High motivation; (iv) language is of an 

acceptable level. Interaction should be a key feature. The activities should allow learners to try 

out language that they already understand but not yet made part of their active vocabulary, 

activities in which they feel less worried about, less under pressure, less nervous about ‘trying 

things out’. The activity should be ‘processes rather than ‘product’-based. 

         A number of formats are available for testing oral skills. The CELST (Cambridge 

certificate in English Language Speaking skills Test) uses the following categories to assess 

speaking.  

      (1) Grammar and vocabulary  - Turn taking skills 

(2) Discourse management  -          Communication strategies  

(3) Pronunciation    - Spontaneity 

(4) Interactive communication  - Asking for clarification  

      - Information exchange 

                                                             -        Politeness 

Penny (1991:135) cites a ‘scale of oral testing criteria based on of Accuracy and Fluency. 

Accuracy  Fluency  

Little or no language produced 1 Little or no communication 1 

Poor vocabulary, mistake in basic grammar may 

have very strong foreign accent 

2 Very hesitant and brief utterances sometimes 

difficult to understand  

2 

Good range of vocabulary makes obvious 

grammar mistakes, slight foreign accent 

3 Gets ideas across but hesitantly and briefly 3 

Good range of vocabulary occasional grammar 

slips, slight foreign accent 

4 Effective Communication in short turn  4 

Wide vocabulary appropriately used, virtually no 

grammar mistakes, native like or slight foreign 

accent 

5 Easy and effective communication uses long 

turns.  

5 

Total score out of 15 

The test of speaking skill rating scale for overall features ETS is (2001 b: 30) 

60       : Communication is almost always effective and task   

 performed    competently 

50 : Communication is generally effective and task performed      

 competently. 

40 : Communication is somewhat effective and task performed 

 somewhat  competently 

30       : Communication is not generally effective, but task generally     

performed poorly. 

20       : No effective communication, no evidence of ability to perform the task 

 Considering the following unique features of the task-based approach, it is found that 

the above product-based testing formats cannot be applied to communicative tasks as such.  

The process is as important as the product, Errors are tolerated, Task completion has some 

priority, the assessment is done in terms of outcomes, the student’s attention is focused on 
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meaning rather than form, Students acquire language by using it, and they try to communicate 

meaning using whatever resources they have.  

            Keeping in mind the above features a holistic evaluation of the performance of the two 

groups was done after the period of training given to the experimental group. 

 

Suggestions for improvement of the training programme   

 The programme was implemented only for a short duration of twenty hours. It would 

greatly benefit the students if they were engaged in communicative tasks on a regular basis. 

Group work and pair work activities are very helpful in overcoming the students’ inhibition 

and encourage them to communicate without fear. Students should be regularly exposed to 

authentic speech of native speakers, embodying the characteristics of natural speech. Training 

in communication strategies would greatly enhance their communicative competence. Explicit 

teaching of language functions would greatly help their speaking performance. Making learners 

take more responsibility for their learning greatly increases their motivation and task 

completion provides them with a clear indication of their success. Speaking activities should 

be integrated with the other skills. 

 

Summary  

 The methodology adopted to train the experimental group, using communicative tasks, 

has been explained in detail in this paper. The awareness of the students about the features of 

natural speech was raised using suitable inputs. They were familiarised with various 

communication strategies and language functions. The improvement in the performance of the 

experimental group in comparison with the control groups validates the hypothesis formulated 

in the beginning of the study.  
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